IF YOU DECIDE ON
PACKING YOURSELF
 Get rid of what you don’t Want or Need before you move. If you haven’t used in over a
year, and it isn’t a valuable family heirloom, you probably don’t
need It. You can donate or sell it or give it away. There is no reason
in paying us to move Items which you don’t want and won’t use.

 If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to

contact us. Keep a Copy of All Relevant Paperwork (such as the
estimate, confirmation, etc.) with you during the entire process of
your move, in case you need to refer to it.

 Keep your boxes light properly taped and manageable. Be careful

not to overload the cartons. If you cannot lift the carton easily, It is
too heavy! Keep the weight of a single box to less than 10 kg.

 Use appropriate cartons when packing; this will go a long way

towards ensuring your goods arrive safely. Please note that plastic
trash bags are not appropriate cartons under any circumstances.

 Use appropriate padding when packing your boxes; do not skimp
on Packing Paper or Bubble Wrap. Use more cushion than less.

 Dishes should be packed vertically and have good padding. Do not
stack your dishes in a box under any circumstances, as a General

Rule.

 Do not pack your fragile items in the same carton as heavy or bulky
items.

 Mark your Boxes Clearly with The Name of the Room in which you

would like each carton placed. This will speed up the unloading at
your new home. You may also wish to make an inventory of what
Items are in each box, to help you quickly unpack and find Items in
your new home.

 Carry your valuables and necessary items with you. The mover is
not responsible for these items.
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NOTES

 Whenever possible, make alternative arrangements for children and
4 legged children on moving day. It is best when you and the
movers can give one another your undivided attention for the entire
move.

 Keep all connection e.g. phones etc. connected until after the

move is completely finished. Your ability to fully communicate with
your mover and everyone else can be critical.

 Make sure all appliances are plug out and pipes are drained before
the movers start loading appliances, all freezers are defrosted etc.
this will save the movers time.

Tips for Packing

Short and sweet
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pack a survival kit – essentials for first night
Pack lighter items in larger boxes & heavier items in smaller boxes
Use clean white paper for wrapping NO NEWSPAPER
Label cartons for the room its going into/ as explained in 8 weeks
from moving day
5. Fasten electrical cords/roll up and tape behind appliances
6. Layers – heaviest on the bottom
7. Pack books with spine on the bottom
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